Leonard Roberts, author of several books on Kentucky folklore, collected and documented the folktales and songs from his native East Kentucky and studied the evolution of tales and stories through expression and performance. He recognized that while the tales themselves were important, it was more crucial to understand how people thought about and told the stories, to truly comprehend Appalachian culture. He's remembered for his performances and narratives of local families with their collections of Appalachian folk tales and songs. . The charm of the book, however, lies in the ballads, tales, humorous stories and songs accompanying each of the short profiles. From the chosen selections, the reader gains an understanding of each man's interests and performance repertoire and can appreciate their contributions to the study of Southern Mountain folklore. With footnotes, bibliographical references, pictures and index, the book serves as an introductory resource to celebrated scholars in the field of Appalachian folklore, while also delighting the reader with samples of the oral traditions of the southern highlands. Recommended for academic and public libraries.
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